This Amendment is being issued to amend and clarify certain information contained in the above named RFP. All information contained herein is binding on all Offerors who respond to this RFP. Specific parts of the RFP have been amended. The following changes/additions are listed below; new language has been underlined and language deleted has been marked with a strikeout (ex. language deleted).

**Revise RFP Section 1.1, Summary Statement**

The Maryland Judiciary Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) is seeking proposals from prospective Offerors to provide up to **twelve fourteen** resources including: One Financial Business/System Analyst, **one two** Report Developer, **one Resource Developer**, one Oracle Business Intelligence Applications/Oracle Data Integrator Developer, five JAVA Engineer and Analyst Resource, one Senior Programmer and Analyst Microprogramming, one PL SQL Developer and Data Analyst, one Sr. Technical Resource, and **one two** Network Engineers to support the Judicial Information Systems (JIS). JIS, the Information Technology (IT) arm for the Judiciary, is comprised of six major units: Application Development, Technology Enhancements & Networks, Local Area Network & Desktop Administration, Site Evaluation & Preparation, Operational Support, and the Project Management Office (PMO).
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